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Abstract 
Based on Lesson’s Learned from EVLA and ALMA. 

[Apr 17 videocon]: High-level concepts: (1) modes differ by risk and burden they impose on observatory, 
with risky or burdensome modes limited; (2) allow PI involvement for modes that are not-yet ready for broad 
use, to allow early science access or expert PI involvement; (3) automated generation of SRDPs takes time to 
develop. 

Section 1: New Mode Lifecycle stages 
The observing mode lifecycle starts after hand-over from engineering or computing. At this point, the 
hardware and acquisition software are believed to be ready, and the system is handed over to a science team 
to establish successful science operations by looking at sources with deterministic properties (from prior 
observations or well-motivated expectations). So prior to the stages listed below, the following are assumed 
to have been demonstrated:  

• Hardware readiness 
• On-line software readiness 
• Data ingestion into archive 
• Data import into reduction software 

In this document, a “new mode” is a new way of observing due to changes to the hardward, observing, 
sequence, calibration procedure, acquisition software, or data processing software that requires a separate 
validation before it is offered for general use. i.e. the behavior in any of these areas cannot be reasonably 
assured using the existing modes. 

NEED TO ADD: State of documentation at each stage. 
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Observatory-only Stages: 

1. Commissioning and Science Verification (CSV): Observatory work to commission a new mode 
after it is delivered from engineering and/or software. This work includes establishing the calibration 
requirements (including identifying any required PI input) and demonstrating that the new mode 
produces scientifically valid results in the spatial and spectral domains, including flux scale and 
behavior of all stokes. This is done by observing sources with deterministic properties (from prior 
observations or well-motivated expectations). Also responsible for identifying any special Technical 
Justification or QA measures that need to be included to validate the successful operations of the 
mode. Does not include the definition of SRDPs from the mode. Should they also have the 
requirement to produce an “extensible DR script” with each new mode (extensible=includes critical 
elements that can be extended so could eventually be automated)? If so, should it include imaging, or 
just calib? 

a. All new modes must go through this stage. 

b. PIs do not apply for CSV time. However, outside experts or teams may participate in CSV 
(and in the case of post-construction development projects, they may be wholly responsible 
for CSV). The requirements/deliverables of CSV are the same regardless of whether it is 
performed by the observatory or outside entities.  

c. After construction is complete, this stage will still be called CSV, but it may be performed 
by a differently named team (e.g. “Extension of Capabilities” team). Alternatively, we could 
defined “cCSV” and “oCSV” for construction CSV and operations CSV. Just please don’t 
say we are prohibited from saying “commissioning” after construction is over! 

2. Public Science Verification (PSV) (or Demonstration Science?): This is not a mode, but instead a 
stage that the first science observations of a new mode may go through, as decided by Observatory 
management (in consultation with science advisory committees). This is done to get data into the 
public domain before the mode is offered for general PI observing. The data products from PSV 
observations will be made publicly available with no proprietary period. They will be observatory 
calibrated and have final products produced by scripts. The scripts will generally be one-offs but 
using publicly available software/tasks, and will be delivered with the products. The products will be 
“science ready”, although they need not be the final SRDP defined for the mode. 

Stages for PI-offered modes: 

The following modes are for PI-submitted proposals. As such, the observing sequence and calibration 
techniques are defined and SBs can be automatically generated using the Observing Tool. They will have 
some well-defined QA0 criteria, although this will vary by mode. Reliable data calibration and product 
generation methods are provided by CSV, but involve varying amounts of manual tuning (which is what 
differentiates the modes). They must all be calibratable and have products produced by publicly available 
software.  
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The amount of observing time made available for riskier or manually-intensive modes will be limited based 
on how much manual tuning (of SB generation or data reduction) is required (see Sec. 3 below).  

[Apr 17 videocon]: NEED TO ADD difference between SB (defines observing parameters) and Observing 
Script (takes SB as input to set parameters, but actually executes the observing mode = SSR in ALMA-speak). 
Lorant points out that VLA SBs are basically the same as the ALMA SSR. So in table, separate these aspects  

3. New Mode Test Observations (NMTO): This is for not fully explored observing modes that are 
likely to have significant risk and subject to unexplored or poorly understood instrumental effects, 
but which we wish to make available to PIs in a (highly) shared-risk basis, usually b/c there is 
significant community interest and expertise with the mode. This mode may come with the 
requirement that PI teams spend significant time at the observatory, and is similar to the EVLA 
“RSRO” mode. PIs will be provided with the raw data and CSV scripts that worked for 
commissioning, but are not general or shown to work under a broad range of observing conditions or 
handle all instrumental effects.  

For this mode, SBs can be automatically generated using the OT but may require expert tuning by PI 
or observatory staff. Data processing is possible with publicly available software, but there are no 
automated scripts or pipelines. The raw data will have gone through a high-level QA0 evaluation, but 
the evaluation may subsequently need to be revised (e.g. if the data prove uncalibratable).  

These are “shared risk” observations that are NOT subject to observatory “best efforts” (meaning the 
PI accepts the risk – the observatory may but will not promise to invest significant resources to 
produce science-ready products). If successful, the calibration and final products will be generated 
via per-MOUS data reduction scripts (starting from scripts or templates provided by the CSV team) 
that are likely to require significant manual “tuning” by the PIs. Observatory staff will not do the 
processing for NMTO projects, but will be available for consultation on a best-efforts basis. Only 
very coarse QA will be defined (by the CSV team), and no SRDPs are defined. PI input will be 
solicited to help improve the scripts, QA measures, and SRDPs (How? Require in-house reduction? 
Or assign staff to each PI team?).  

PI scripts and products will be archived and publicly available after a proprietary period (1yr after 
QA0 Pass for raw data; 1 yr after products produce for final products & scripts). Unlike all other PI-
offered modes, NMTO projects may be observed with test software versions and/or proto-type 
hardware.  

a. Differ from observatory test (CSV) observations in that these are applied for by PI submitted 
proposals.  

b. Made available for the first modes before the pipeline is available, or for later modes where 
there is significant community interest and expertise such that waiting for a standard 
reduction path to be established is thought to take too long.  

[Apr 17 videocon: Need to add means to get PI feedback to improve mode] 
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4. Shared Risk Observing (SRO) [or SRBE = shared risk best efforts?]: These are modes that are 
offered an a “best efforts” basis, so for which the PI shares risk with the observatory – meaning that 
final science-ready products are not assured, and the delivered data may not meet the PIs stated goals 
(=“QA2 SemiPass” in ALMA parlance). SBs will be automatically generated, but may require 
(observatory) manual customization. The data will have a reliable QA0 evaluation and be calibrated 
using observatory-produced scripts (possibly automatically generated, but could be one-offs). They 
are “shared risk” in that if no calibratable (QA0 Pass) data are obtained, the project will not be 
reobserved. They are “best efforts” in that observatory will limit the effort devoted to QA2 and could 
decide to deliver the data and any products as QA2 SemiPass, should the production of SRDP be not 
possible or require too much effort. This classification will be clearly indicated for the archived 
products.  

The hope is that modes initially offered as SRO will always transition a more standard mode with 
assured SRDP, but there may be a small number that we always wish to keep in this mode. 

[Apr 17 videocon: Need to add means to get PI feedback to improve mode] 

5. Non-standard Data Reduction (NSDR): SBs will be automatically generated with minimal need of 
customization. Modes than can be calibrated & products produced via automatically generated scripts 
that may need a modest amount of manual “tuning”. QA0 well defined. QA2 defined, but may be 
refined during the NSDR phase. SRDP products defined, but may be refined during the NSDR phase. 
Scripts use PL tasks whenever possible.  

6. Standard Mode Data Reduction (SMDR): SBs will be automatically generated with minimal need 
of customization. Data are pipelineable with no/minimal manual intervention (allow manual flagging 
intervention like ALMA?). Well defined QA0 and QA2 scores. SRDP defined and stable. 

7. Following a comment from Bryan - should we define a new Principle Investigator Data Reduction 
(PIDR) mode for observations which are QA0 by observatory, but QA2 processed by non-observatory 
entities using their own pipelines and with PI-defined QA & SRDPs and include archive ingestion, 
since these represent resource savings for operations? Could be used, e.g. for Large Programs. [Apr 
17 videcon: Clarify: this differs from Legacy in that we (NRAO) do not run these through our PL to 
create our SRDPs (in addition to PI-generated “value added” products). Lorant agrees w/Bryan that 
we should have this mode, but allow us option to not archive PI products.] 

All new modes must go through CSV and end with one of {SRO, NSDR, SMDR} (i.e., no mode will always 
remain in the NMTO stage. Q: Also disallow SRO as end-state?), and must occur in the order give in the 
above list. However, any transition in between is allowed. E.g.: 

• CSV=>NMTO=>PSV=>NSDR (e.g. ALMA polz) 

• CSV=>SRO=>NSDR=>SMDR 

• CSV=>PSV=>NSDR=>SMDR 

• CSV=>NSDR=>SMDR (e.g. ALMA SPW combination) 

• CSV=>SMDR (e.g. ALMA Band 5) 
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All modes must go through meaningful QA0 (well defined for the later stages; developmental for earlier 
stages). All but NMTO must go through some form of QA2 (well defined for the later stages; developmental 
for earlier stages).  

Summary Table of lifecycle mode differences: 

 NMTO SRO NSDR SMDR 
Demonstrated 
through SV? 

Preferably, but not 
required 

Yes Yes Yes 

Online 
hardware/software 

May be test 
versions 

Production Production Production 

Observing 
parameter space 
demonstrated 

Very narrow (proof 
of concept) to none 

Narrow Critical param space 
demonstrated, but 
may not be broad 

Broad param space 
demonstrated via 
prior SRO/NSDR 

Data Reduction 
parameter space 
demonstrated 

Very narrow to 
none 

Narrow Critical param space 
demonstrated, but 
may not be broad 

Broad param space 
demonstrated via 
prior SRO/NSDR 

SB generation 
(defines observing 
script parameters) 

Expert mode by PIs, 
with assistance 
from Obs. Staff 

Automatically 
generated but 
may require 
manual tuning 

Automated, with no 
or minor tweaking 
required 

Fully automated 

Observing script 
for Mode 

Test/experimental 
version available 

Fully defined Fully defined Fully defined 

Initial data QA 
assessment 

Not reliable Automated & 
Reliable 

Automated & 
Reliable 

Automated & 
Reliable 

State of user 
Documentation 

None Some (may be 
quite technical) 

Good Good 

PI Post-observing 
involvement 

Significant, 
possibly on-site 

Significant None None 

Pipeline Readiness None None Cannot be run 
automatically or 
requires significant 
tweaking to run 

Both cal & imaging 
PL run automatically 
with little to no 
manual intervention 

Archived products PI produced with 
assistance from obs. 
Staff (“best efforts” 
basis); data offered 
“as is” 

Observatory 
calibrated via 
scripts; reference 
imaging; QA 
best efforts only 

Observatory-
produced SRDP 
using non-automated 
methods; Quality 
assured. 

Observatory-
produced SRDP 
using automated 
methods; Quality 
assured. 

Fraction of 
accepted projects 

Probably Low 
(depends on req’d 
observatory effort) 

Low Limited Large 
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Section 2: Specification of New Observing Modes 
CSV will define calibration plan for each new mode and any special TJ or QA considerations.  

SciOps will define the post-CSV mode lifecycle (whether the mode goes through NMTO; whether it will end 
up as NSDR or SMDR) and timeline (considering the lifecycle stage of all other offered or to-be-offered 
modes). 

SciOps will define TJ, QA, and SRDP for the mode. Will be tuned to the science driver for the mode, and 
may not be image cubes. For example, calibrated visibilities and numeric arrays of amplitude and phase as a 
function of baseline length (for non-imaging goals), or bandpass calibrated but not flux calibrated spectra (for 
redshift determination) could be completely legitimate SRDP. PROBABLY OUT OF SCOPE OF THIS DOC. 

Observatory management, in consultation with science advisory groups, will decide if a new mode should go 
through a PSV stage. 

Section 3: Observatory stages/milestones 
Defined by Nant, max baselines, #offered hours, and fraction of hours that are allocated for SMDR vs. 
(SRO+NSDR). The fraction of time allocated for SMDR is a requirement on what is offered, not on what is 
SMDR. So e.g. if a mode has not migrated to the SMDR stage, the amount of time that can be allocated for 
observations with that mode will be capped. 

The observatory will decide how many hours to allocate for NMTO projects. Usually this will be a smallish 
number, but since this mode may not represent a large drain on observatory science operations resources it 
could in principle be quite large, depending on the complexity of the new mode. However, since the final 
products are generally poorly defined for such modes and may reduce the value of the science archive this is 
not likely.  

We define the following evolution of the initial ngVLA observing seasons, based on the offered capabilities 
and how well understood the offered observing mode are: 

• Early Access: Nant<30. baselines=core. Nhrs<10% of Steady State value. Limited number of PI 
observing modes; NMTO and SRO only (so no PL processed data); PL development for first SMDR.  

• Early Science: Nant<100. Baselines out to xx km. Nhrs<50% of SS.  Still no PL (i.e. no SMDR), but 
most observations (>50% offered time) can be reduced with automatically generated scripts 
(=NSDR). Still significant NMTO & SRO. 

• Extended Early Science: Nant<200. First use of longest baselines. Nhrs<70% of SS. PL processing 
of most observations (>80%). 

• Full Science: Nant=all. Baselines=all. Nhrs=SS. SMDR for majority (>80%) of offered hours. 

These factors are illustrated in the following two figures. 
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Figure 1 

 
Figure 2 

[Apr 17 Videocon: we expect VLA to extend to year=0 in Fig2 (Nant ~ 30)] 

Section 4: Construction to operations transition 
A major edict from NSF is that we should spend Construction money if it will reduce the operations cost. 
Therefore, we not follow the ALMA model, and instead insist that Construction must hand over proto-
operations to Science Operations, including the initially offered SMDR modes. Most importantly, we must 
insure that construction CSV staff are not completely uncoupled or unconcerned with data processing 
requirements of commissioned modes (including QA and SRDP requirements).  
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Therefore, the initially offered modes for Early Access, Early Science, and the first Full Science observing 
season will be commissioned by the construction project. Observing modes that represent more capabilities 
than offered for the first observing seasons will be commissioned by Science Operations staff trained by the 
construction CSV staff (preferably by being part of the construction commissioning team), who will be 
responsible for CSV of new modes after the construction project has completed. 

We should also ensure that the observatory has the opportunity to retain construction staff expert in 
commissioning & establishing initial science operations into full operations, instead of hiring operations staff 
that fill these roles while construction is delivering the modes (as ALMA did, due to “color of money” issues, 
but also b/c construction did not take responsibility of delivering proto-operations). This could be done e.g. 
by allowing construction staff to charge the time they spend delivering science (proto) operations to operations 
accounts, or, conversely, allowing SciOps staff to be initially matrixed to the construction CSV team. 


